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Abstract
We report the first simultaneous ground and satellite
conjugate observations of ELF/VLF waves associated with
magnetospheric compression. On 23 December 2014, a
receiver at subauroral latitudes at Athabasca (ATH),
Canada (54.7N, 246.7E, L=4.3) observed an ELF/VLF
wave burst centered at ~2.5 kHz. This emission showed
discrete elements and lasted ~3 minutes starting at 11:17
UT (~2.4 MLT). RBSP-B, located nearly conjugate to
ATH in the post-midnight sector (~3 3 MLT) observed a
similar emission. This wave burst was observed a few
minutes after an intense sudden impulse (SYM-H
amplitude ~53 nT) caused by the enhancement of solar
wind speed (~330 to ~420 km/s) and dynamic pressure (~2
to 6 nPa) during northward IMF. At 11:16 UT, RBSP-B
also observed a separate hiss emission below 1.5 kHz that
was not observed at ATH. We investigate the possible
generation mechanisms of these waves and suggest that
they differ for the hiss and discrete emissions and that their
propagation to the ground is also different.

1. Introduction
A sudden impulse (SI) is characterized by a clear onset that
is detected everywhere in the magnetosphere [1]. It is
defined as the sharp increase of either of the components
of the horizontal magnetic field at low latitudes stations of
at least 10 nT in amplitude in 3 minutes or less [2]. Whistler
mode waves are naturally occurring right handed plasma
waves in the magnetosphere propagating at frequencies
below the local gyrofrequency of electrons. They can
propagate in this mode at extremely low (ELF) to very low
(VLF) frequency bands (30 Hz to 30 kHz). They may be
classified using their spectral features, for example discrete
chorus, incoherent emissions like hiss or periodic and
quasi-periodic emissions among others [3]. As they
propagate from their generation region near the
magnetosphere’s geomagnetic equator they can interact
with relativistic electrons in the radiation belts causing
their acceleration or loss [4,5]. Some studies have
correlated the enhancement of chorus amplitude with

global compression of the magnetosphere due to betatron
acceleration of high-energy electrons resulting in
enhancement of temperature anisotropy [6]. There are also
cases that were not accompanied by any change in the
anisotropic electron distribution [7]. This study shows the
generation of two types of wave, an initial hiss emission
followed a minute later by a burst showing discrete features
that took place in the post-midnight sector. We use
polarization and wave analysis on the ground and in space,
combined with electron flux and density data to discuss the
characteristics of the generation ELF/VLF waves during an
SI event. The full results reported in this extended abstract
are summarized into a manuscript and submitted to the
Journal of Geophysical Research as Martinez-Calderon et
al. (2017) [23].

2. Data and Observations
Ground-based observations were made at the Athabasca
University Geospace Observatory (54.60N, 246,36E,
MLAT=61.14N, L=4.3) in Canada using a high sampling
rate (100 kHz) delta-type loop antenna [8,9]. We use
magnetic field data from the AUTUMN magnetometer
network at their Athabasca site (54.71N 246.68E) [10].
Satellite-based observations were made by the Van Allen
Probe B, (RBSP-B) using the The Electric Fields and
Waves Instruments providing wave electric and magnetic
field data [11] and The Energetic Particle Composition and
Thermal Plasma Suite providing electron flux data and
pitch angle distributions [12].
On 23 December 2014, at 11:15 UT, we observed a clear
and sudden increase of solar wind speed from ~330 to 440
km/s, dynamic pressure from ~2 to 6 nPa and a ~53 nT
amplitude increase of SYM-H with northwards IMF-Bz.
This is characteristic of a SI+ event. A few minutes
afterwards, ATH observed a wave burst from ~11:17 UT
to ~11:20 UT centered at ~2.5 kHz and showing discrete
features (Figure 1a). This discrete emission was highly
coherent (> 0.6) and highly right-hand (RH) polarized, the
latter suggesting the wave was coming directly from the
ionosphere. The polarization angle values indicate that the

ionospheric exit point was located westwards of ATH.
Figure 1b shows the variations of the three components of
the magnetic field. The sudden increase of the Hcomponent, characteristic of an SI, is also observed at ATH.
At this time, RBSP-B was in the southern hemisphere
moving inwards and ~ 3 to 4º below the geomagnetic
equator, outside of the plasmapause. The footprint of the
satellite was ~750 km northwest of the ground-station.
Both the RBSP-B and ATH were located on the postmidnight side (~02-03 MLT). The spectrogram of RBSP-B
on Figure 1c shows two separate emissions: (1) Hiss
starting at 11:16 UT, centered around 0.8 kHz with an
approximate bandwidth of 1.5 kHz. (2) Discrete emission
starting at 11:17 UT, centered at ~2.2 kHz. The gray dashed
vertical lines on Figure 2 indicate the starting time of each
emission. Although we do not observe the exact same
discrete elements at ATH, the wave in both locations has
the same frequency, same timing and overall shape. The
fact that we cannot match internal discrete elements
between the ground and space can be explained by
dispersion, varying propagation properties or even noise
pollution. We can assume that for the discrete emission,
ATH and RBSP-B are observing the same emission at the
same time, making this a conjugate event.

296.2 eV and 2.9 eV we see a generally stable flux (except
for the 1.6 keV channel). At energies above 75 keV we
observe flux enhancements at the same time as the hiss
emission (except for the 2.6 MeV channel).
Solid lines indicate pitch angle distribution before the start
of the emission, while dotted and dashed lines are timed
after the hiss and discrete emission, respectively. Figure 2
shows the electron flux as a function of pitch angle and
energy from both the HOPE and MagEIS instruments. The
solid lines correspond to the pitch angle distribution before
the start of both emissions, while the dotted and dashed
lines correspond to the times after the hiss and discrete
emission, respectively. In all cases, except for the 1.47 keV,
we see a global increase of the electron flux for all pitch
angles. In particular for the 0.83 keV channel, which is the
closest to the minimum resonance energy for the discrete
emission, we note a larger increase of the flux t 90º pitch
angle.

Using the same analysis detailed in [9] we calculated
polarization parameters. The discrete emission had a
frequency dependence of the wave vector angle, with lower
frequencies having oblique wave angles (>60º) while
higher frequencies had smaller angles with respect to the
field line. We calculated the resonance cone for the
minimum, maximum and central frequencies and found
that for the discrete emission they vary between 40º and 75º.
Thus the wave vector angle are within 15º to 2º from the
resonance cone, in agreement with [13] who found that
lower band chorus in its source region can in some cases
propagate at highly oblique angles, close to the resonance
cone. Figure 1d shows the variations for each magnetic
field component measured by RBSP. The starting time of
the hiss corresponds to the start of the magnetic field
amplitude increase. Figure 1e shows the variations with
time of the elevation angle theta. At the time of the SI the
angle starts decreasing from 54º to 49º, suggesting RBSPB was observing a tailward stretching of the magnetic field.
We use the methods described in [14] and [15] to calculate
the minimum resonance energy: ~2-40 keV for the hiss and
few hundred eV to 4 keV for the discrete emission. Figure
1f shows the temperature for electrons with energies above
200 eV. The perpendicular (Tperp) and parallel temperatures
(Tpar) are shown with blue and red lines respectively. Figure
1g shows the ratio of Tperp/ Tpar for electrons with energies
greater than 30 eV. The ratio remains fairly stable with
values close to 1.4, with no sudden increase of Tperp before
the start of any of the emissions. Figure 1h shows the
electron flux from the HOPE separated by energy channels
(16.8 eV to 2.9 keV), while Figure 1i shows it for MagEIS
(75 and 743 keV). For energies below 166.9 eV there is a
sudden increase of flux at the start time of the hiss,
continuing beyond the end of the discrete emission. For

Figure 1. (a) PSD and (b) magnetic field variations at ATH
(c) PSD and (d) magnetic field variations at RBSP-B (e)
Variations of elevation angle theta (f) Parallel and
perpendicular electron temperatures given by HOPE and
(g) their ratio (h) Electron flux for energy channels between
16.8 eV and 2.9 keV and (i) between 75 and 743 keV.

stretching, suggesting that the source region of the waves
might be subject to radial motion. As such RBSP-B might
not be able to see the sudden increase of Tperp but was still
able to see the waves after they reflected in the
magnetosphere. Even though Tperp increased, another
mechanism may have made Tpar increase at the same time.
GOES-13 and GOES-15, on the dawn and pre-midnight
sector respectively, detected a flux increase for electrons
between 40 and 150 keV. The minimum resonance energy
at which an electron can interact with the waves is within
this range. The 40 keV energy channel is close to the source
energy of the waves observed by RBSP-B, suggesting these
electrons can be a possible energy source for the emissions.

Figure 2. Electron flux as a function of pitch angle for 0.83
to 2.62 keV (HOPE) and 31.9 to 466.8 keV (MagEIS).

3. Discussion
3.1 Generation Mechanism
Injection of anisotropic electrons and protons with energies
between 10 and 100 keV by substorms, could be a
mechanism for generation of waves such as those we
observed [16,17]. However, THEMIS A, E and D located
on the dusk side, do not show proton injection. The ground
station of Magadan (MGD, 51.9 MLAT, 60N, 150E)
located at 20 MLT at the time of the event did not record
Electromagnetic Ion Cylclotron (EMIC) wave activity,
commonly associated with substorms. ATH does not detect
any EMIC activity either, suggesting we can rule out a
post-midnight particle injection.
As the magnetosphere is compressed by the SI, the
conservation of the first adiabatic invariant causes betatron
acceleration of high-energy electrons and an initial rise in
the electron fluxes at constant energy (Figure 1h-i). This is
usually accompanied by an increase of the Tperp anisotropy.
However, as shown in Figures 1f-g, we do not see any
significant increase of the temperature anisotropy. Usually,
Tperp/Tpar>1 is necessary as free energy to generate whistler
mode waves, but is not the only factor regulating wave
growth. Linear wave growth rate can be altered by the ratio
of electron flux over phase space density [18]. As the
adiabatic acceleration moves the energy spectrum towards
higher energies, the flux over phase space density for a
given energy increases. Even though strong anisotropy is
needed for wave generation, its increase itself is not
essential. On the contrary, [7] found that even though
chorus enhancement was observed associated with an IP
shock and increase of the background magnetic field, the
electron anisotropy and pitch angle distribution remained
globally unchanged. Instead of the chorus being excited by
the increase of available energy, it was likely enhanced by
the decrease of the threshold required to excite chorus. This
hypothesis might explain the delay between the generations
of the two types of waves. As the compression moves
through the magnetosphere, RBSP-B observes tailward

Chorus generation and their spectral characteristics are
affected by the spatial inhomogeneity of the background
magnetic field [19]. Smaller inhomogeneities along the
magnetic field lines led to broadband hiss-like emission. As
the magnetosphere is compressed by the SI, the magnetic
curvature at the geomagnetic equator, source of the
emissions, is reduced. This corresponds to smaller
inhomogeneities along the field line, making conditions
more favorable to the generation of hiss-like emissions.
RBSP-B detected the hiss emission just a few minutes after
the SI and one minute earlier than the discrete emission. As
time progresses, the elevation angle decreases steadily
suggesting that the satellite is observing tailward stretching,
increasing the magnetic curvature at the equator and
making the conditions more favorable for chorus-like
emissions. Previous studies have determined that there is a
connection between chorus and hiss, showing that
plasmaspheric hiss can come from transformed chorus
waves [20]. The generation of the hiss might be linked to
dayside chorus which propagated and leaked into the
plasmasphere to ATH at the post-midnight sector,
explaining the time delay between the observations of the
two emissions.

3.2 Propagation
ATH observed a discrete emission a few minutes after the
SI, incoming westwards and strongly RH polarized
suggesting the waves were coming directly from the
ionosphere. At the same time, RBSP-B shows a similar
discrete emission, RH polarized with southward Poynting
flux and oblique wave angles. For chorus waves to
penetrate the ionosphere unducted, they require large wave
vector angles at the equatorial source [21,22]. We suggest
that the discrete emission was most likely generated at the
equator by a symmetrical source. Some of the waves
propagated northward unducted to ATH, while others
continued southward to RBSP-B. A minute earlier, RBSPB observed a hiss emission at lower frequencies that was
not observed on the ground. The hiss was RH polarized,
Poynting flux northwards and small wave angles. We
suggest that this emission was probably generated at a
source located inward or outward from the L-shell of
RBSP-B, reflected near the ionosphere and was detected by
the satellite afterwards. After it propagated to other Lshells as it continued to be reflected in the magnetosphere

until it either dissipated or exited to the ionosphere at a
different point than ATH.
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